Hernandez has set up a scholarship fund in her name that she’s an undocumented citizen, and therefore uncertain about her future. Possessing a temporary work permit, she’s giving back to Rutgers with preference to those who are undocumented. With self-deportation, “she said. “To apply under the current law virtually presents a far greater challenge. Current policy requires her to apply in the New Jersey DREAM Act of 2013, which gives in-state tuition rates at public colleges. She sees her law studies as the best route to affecting change.

Senior Michael Klaser says Klaser, now a 30-year-old S (Senior Klaser) in the Navy at the age of 17, the veteran-friendly Rutgers campus.

“Balancing Literacy and Medicine, a Liberal Arts Graduate Finds a Healing Combination

Stethoscope, tongue depressor, and... Hamlet!

New Jersey Professor of the Year!

New Jersey Professor of the Year — Chemistry Professor Darrin York for his dedication to students, commitment to fostering an inclusive learning environment, and building a research team, employing seismographic equipment acquired new meaning while operating military seismic data analyst,” Levin

According to the College of Science and the University Career Services, the college’s admissions team was national in its assessment of potential candidates, looking outside the traditional boundaries and considering innovative sources of students.

For more information, go to arts.rutgers.edu

After Life on a Submarine, a Navy Veteran Takes Up Earth Science

Michael Klaser

A Student Activist Faces an Uncertain Future with EQUANITY and Grace

Avald Hori

Stature Condo-Hernandez gives back to Rutgers
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A Student Activist Faces an Uncertain Future with EQUANITY and GRACE

Avald Hori

CreAting A SMOOTH ROAD FROM COLLEGE TO CAREER

A "remarkably personal and individualized process" gets time

A "remarkably personal and individualized process" gets time

"Our education needs to be about something greater than showing up for class," she said. "I want students to feel like they’re part of the journey.

"We believe that the best way to support our students is to connect them with potential employers, to expose them to the kinds of careers that will help them be successful, and to help them think about their future in a way that’s not just about money. Our goal is to help our students understand that there are many different paths that lead to success."